Recently Poly-Si TFTs have been actively investigated due to their potentially high mobility and current drive ability. They are usually applied to three dimensional integrated circuits [l], high speed printers [2], and active matrix liquid crystall displays (AMLCD) t3l. However, conventional Poly-Si TFTs with large off current (Ioffl aren't suitable for switching elements in AMLCD, even in printer-bar applications, they can't also meet high voltage (HV) The ON/OFF current ratio of Poly-Si TFTs has been improved by using a special structure called the dual-buffer drain ( DBD ). The new DBD TFT, which combines features of the double-gate and the field-induced drain structures, not only reduces the anomalous off-state current, but also maintains a high ON current. The DBD TFT owns both good drain junction characteristics and a large decrease in electric field near the drain junction, so that effectively improves the I-v characteristics. 440 As shown in Fig. 2(a) , the improved I-V characteristics are achieved with the DBD TFT at VFP=100V compared with the conventional TFT shown in Fig. 2(b) 
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